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Abstract 

Branches of complexity theory have been widely employed in geographic information 
systems (GIS) to explore phenomena that appear in urban environments. Among these, 
space syntax, as an urban morphological application of complexity theory, has 
attracted increasing attention in recent years.  
 
Accordingly, many computer-based tools have been developed to realize related 
analysis spatially, especially those that can be integrated as functions with GIS. In this 
thesis, a space syntax tool – Axwoman – is redeveloped and tested as an extension of 
ESRI ArcGIS Desktop in order to fulfill certain specific needs in urban morphological 
analysis. It is primarily used to calculate all space syntax measures for several urban 
systems and to explore the relationships between these measures. To meet the needs 
for this new version of Axwoman, several functions have been updated and changed, 
for drawing, coloring, and classifying axial lines as maps for visual thinking; ticking 
overpasses and excluding them from computing space syntax parameters; and 
integrating AxialGen and Axwoman. 
 
In accordance with this, several case studies have been performed on the urban street 
networks in large cities. In this paper, Stockholm was chosen as the study object at 
both the urban level and the building level. After the scaling analysis and time 
efficiency analysis, the results are also interpreted from a structural point of view and 
in terms of how the function of space is subject to its morphological structure. Finally, 
the connectivity of axial lines (a spatial measurement in space syntax theory) was 
found to follow a power-law distribution. 
 
Through this work, the new edition of Axwoman generating satisfactory outputs, the 
research have proved that the connectivity of axial lines follows a lognormal 
distribution or a power-law-like distribution, which is one of the heavy-tailed 
distributions. In addition, it was have found that axial lines better for capture the 
underlying urban morphologies showed in their study on redefining the generated 
axial lines from street center lines. Moreover, fewer longest axial lines will show up 
on the maps, just as coincidental as the shape of mental maps, which proved that the 
axial line representations can be a powerful tool for urban studies.   
 
Key words: geographic information systems, space syntax, Axwoman, axial lines, 
scaling analysis, topological analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Urban morphology 

Urban morphology is about the construction and change of the built environment. As 
a research science, urban morphology first came into being in the end of 19th century 
(Whitehand 2007) as the study and analysis of the planning and construction of urban 
cities. Practioners described the morphology of cities, towns and villages in terms of 
their key elements: buildings and other physical structures, streets, land use, land 
ownership and so on (Conzen 1969, cited by Whitehand 2007). Based on the theories 
from the father of urban morphology - Otto Schluter - urban landscape became a focal 
research point of human geography in the first thirty years of 20th century 
(Whitehand 2007). One important orientation is contextual buildings and urban 
landscape planning and management. However, urban morphology is not only used 
for studying urban form, but also for estimating the independence, organization and 
shaping process of the form. Researchers usually use urban history to stand for the 
urban form and its development. (Larkham 2006). A few viewpoints from arbitrators 
in this field are summarized here. 
 
M.R.G. Cozen was one of the leading figures in urban morphology studies. He 
proposed the tripartite division for studying urban morphology: firstly, urban planning 
or ground planning of streets and blocks; secondly, buildings or other 3D 
constructions; thirdly, planning and use of lands and constructions. He also developed 
a concept of process of urban construction and development. It is worthwhile to 
mention that he proposed the concept of a burgage cycle to describe cycle of building 
phases (Whitehand, 2007). Jane Jacobs (1961, 1994, cited by O'Sullivan 2000) is 
another important interpreter of the built environment. She argues that planners must 
pay close attention to the functional value of the built environment. She is a strong 
advocate of older city forms and a critic of rational, modernist city planning. She 
argues that although old cities or natural cities appear to have little order, they 
typically offered more vibrant living environments and an amazingly inherent 
complex order. Christopher Alexander (1964) has developed similar views but offers a 
more structured method for describing urban environments. He has been trying to 
develop a 'pattern language' (Alexander Ishikawa and Silverstein 1977) to describe the 
basic building blocks or the urban environment and their relationships (O'Sullivan 
2000). Comparing the structure of a city to that a (semi-lattice), Alexander believes 
that cities are composed of units, that in turn can be assembled into larger elements in 
a way not adequately captured by the tree/trunk/branch metaphor used by others. He 
suggests that "A collection of sets forms a tree if, and only if, for any two sets that 
belong to the collection, either one is wholly contained in the other, or else they are 
wholly disjoint" (Alexander 1965). Kevin Lynch is another noted scholar in this field. 
He focuses more on the "legibility" of urban spaces (Lynch 1960). His work has 
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helped planners interpret how people find their way through space and how urban 
area can provide people with both physical and mental joys (Eugenio and Ratti 2009). 
With the development of the computer-based information systems, the study of urban 
morphology has entered a new theoretical and methodological phase. Space syntax 
theory shares many of the goals of traditional urban morphological research. It seeks 
to understand the logical structure of the built environment using a consistent 
language and set of principles. To accomplish this goal, space syntax draws heavily on 
the possibilities afforded by digital geographic data and information processing 
systems. 
 

1.2 Complexity in urban environments 

The complexity of urban environments basically involves two aspects. The first is 
concerned with the urban structures, while the second is more about social activities 
of humans within the urban environments, for instance, the pattern of pedestrian 
crowds and traffic flows (Jiang and Claramunt 2002). The two aspects depend on each 
other for their existence. Urban structures have a great impact on the human social 
activities, while studies on human social activities can help perfect urban structures. 
Therefore, it is essential to have a better understanding of urban environment in both 
aspects. Integrating space syntax and geographic information systems (GIS) can help 
achieve this goal.  
 
Space syntax refers to a set of theories and tools employed for spatial morphological 
analysis in an urban system. It provides a language of space for urban structural 
analysis through which urban planners can know better the process of urban 
development. Meanwhile, Space syntax can also help analyze human displacement 
patterns in the city, such as pedestrian modeling, criminal mapping, and route-finding 
in complex space (Jiang and Claramunt 2002). Space syntax has been regarded as a 
new computational language for the study of the urban structure during the past two 
decades (Hillier and Hanson 1984, Hillier 1996 cited by Jiang and Claramunt 2002). 
 
A GIS is a computer-based system that collects geo-referenced spatial data, processes 
the data to get organized overwhelming information, spatially analyzes the data in 
order to gain knowledge, and produces result maps or other products for decision 
making. A GIS is interested in the geographic space that is sufficiently complex and 
beyond human perception, such as a campus or city. Since the amount of information 
about geo-spatial data is massive and complicated, spatial analysis provides a method 
to translate the overwhelming information into useful knowledge that is valuable to us. 
Therefore, geospatial analysis and modeling (GAM) play an important role in 
GIScience for acquiring knowledge from geospatial information (Jiang 2007). 
 
Urban space, as a geographical space that is most related to human society, is an 
important area for spatial analysis and modeling. On one hand, with the development 

app:ds:depend
app:ds:on
app:ds:each
app:ds:other
app:ds:for
app:ds:existence
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of GIS, increasing volumes of geo-data are produced and disseminated, particularly 
on the urban street networks. On the other hand, in the last few decades, many kinds 
of spatial analysis methods have been proposed and developed to model and 
understand the structure of the street networks.  

 
Network analysis is widely adopted by GIS software as a basic function. It is majorly 
applied to studying network problems such as finding the shortest path, and analyzing 
network connectivity. Moreover, it can also be employed to analyze urban 
morphological problems with respect to the topological, logical and structural 
properties of an urban environment.  

1.3 Topological analysis in urban environments 

Over the last decade, topological analysis has been widely applied to the study of  
various systems existing in the real world concerning their structural properties. These 
systems can cover large range of study areas such as information, social, technology, 
and biology. It is the discovery of small-world and scale-free networks that stimulates 
the research interests in this area (Jiang 2007).  
 
The urban street network, as a kind of small-world and scale-free network, has the 
properties described below. In terms of small-world networks, most of the streets 
within a street network are not connected, but can be reached from any other street 
through only a few connections. In terms of scale-free networks, there are much more 
short street segments than long ones. In space syntax, there are far more short axial 
lines than long ones (Jiang and Liu, 2010). The far more small than large is the typical 
of long-tailed distribution. Long-tailed distribution has been studied in order to 
characterize many natural and social phenomena. A compelling example is 
concerning about street connectivity. For a universal street structure, the “eighty 
twenty’ rule works in that the connectivity of 80 percent of streets are less than the 
mean whereas that of 20 percent of streets greater. Following the street structure, over 
80 percent of traffic flow accounts for the 20 percent of streets which are 
well-connected, while the left 20 percent of the traffic flow in the other 80 percent of 
streets which are not well-connected (Jiang 2007).  
 
An urban street network can be modeled as a graph with edges representing street 
segments and vertices denoting segment intersections. This graph, also called planar 
representation of street network, is conventionally adopted in the field of 
transportation modeling, but it lacks the capacity to explore the structures or patterns. 
Discovering a structural pattern from network representations is quite similar to 
viewing images pixel by pixel which is close to the machine way of recognition rather 
than object by object which is close to human way of recognition. In this sense, street 
segments as to a network are what pixels as to an image. Therefore, to perceive a 
street network, it is important to get the whole picture by connecting individual 
segments into natural streets (Jiang 2007). 
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The open space of an urban environment is the space in which people can move 
around freely, which are of specific interest in the study of human movement. This is 
achieved with the concept of partitioning which is to divide the open space into some 
small, perceivable pieces. Later, these pieces are transformed topologically into 
connectivity graph which are essential for the analysis of the urban morphology. The 
space syntax literature (Penn et al 1998, Turner 2007) shows that human movement is 
predictable for individual streets; that is, well-connected streets tend to attract more 
traffic than less-connected streets.  
 
Space syntax adopts a graph-theoretic method to model how urban spaces are 
integrated or segregated using axial maps. Open spaces are represented by individual 
axial lines – the longest visibility lines cutting across open space between buildings or 
street blocks. Axial line-based representation of an urban structure has been adopted 
as one of the earliest methods for related studies (Hillier and Hanson 1984, cited by 
Jiang and Claramunt 2002). As has been pointed out by Jiang and others (2000) 
"Axial lines are used to represent directions of uninterrupted movement and visibility, 
so they represent the longest visibility lines in two-dimensional urban spaces". An 
axial line is, in terms of human spatial cognition, a vista space which can be perceived 
from a single vantage point of view (Jiang et al. 2000, Thomson 2003 cited by Jiang 
and Claramunt 2002).  
 
The generation of axial maps has been a focus of space syntax research. Axial lines 
used to be drawn by hand. Jiang and Liu (2010) developed a set of algorithms which 
calculate axial lines to represent individual linearly stretched parts of open space of an 
urban environment. The key strategy is to partition a large-scale space into many 
small-scale spaces. Each small piece can also be represented by an axial line which 
means longest visibility for the small-scale space. A large-scale space can be 
distinguished from a small-scale space by observing whether it is perceivable from a 
vantage point. If it is perceivable, then it is small-scale space and vice versa. This 
function, which can auto-generate axial lines, is available in Axwoman, which is an 
extension to ArcGIS for urban morphological analysis using the space syntax theory. 
The use of Axwoman makes the urban morphological analysis available to GIS users 
to undertake. 
 
Space syntax theory and GIS provides important tools for research in the urban 
studies. Urban structure and human social activities are two basic and important 
aspects within the study of urban environments. Good urban structure can bring 
convenience to human social activities, while the study of human social activities can 
develop guidelines for urban planning and design. These two aspects are mutually 
supportive. The complexity of urban environments has been well studied in the fields 
of urban study and GIS from the urban structure perspective. However, fewer efforts 
have been made in the human activities aspect. Therefore, great efforts are still needed 
in urban environment studies, especially in human social activities aspect. 
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1.4 Thesis aims 

The overall aim of this thesis is to improve urban morphological analysis with GIS. 
To achieve this aim, the Axwoman 5.0 and AxialGen 1.0 were adapted to work in a 
new environment and new functions were added to the Axwoman extension. 
Moreover, the updated tools are used to calculate all space syntax measures with 
several urban systems and to explore relationships between the measures (through 
studies of the urban street networks). In addition, the results are interpreted from both 
a structural point of view, and in terms of the morphological structure of urban space. 
 

1.5 Thesis structure 

This thesis consists of six chapters. Chapter 1 presents a brief introduction to the 
background of this study, the aim of the thesis and its structure. Chapter 2 describes 
the fundamental concepts of space syntax theory. Chapter 3 outlines the main methods 
used to update the Axwoman extension and introduces two new functions. The next 
two chapters (chapters 4 and 5) use the data from OpenStreetMap to finish the case 
studies. Chapter 4 tests the functions of the revised Axwoman extension on two levels 
(urban level and building level). Chapter 5 interprets the results from structural and 
morphological perspectives. This chapter also compares the results of the old and new 
versions of Axwoman. Finally, chapter 6 draws conclusions and suggests future work. 

http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/AxialGen/
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2. Space syntax 

2.1 What is space syntax 

Space syntax proposes a reverse approach to study urban morphology and human 
behaviors (Hillier and Hanson 1984, Hillier 1996). It focuses firstly on the urban 
morphology – the city structure – and then tries to detect the imprint of economic and 
social processes rather than deducing spatial patterns from activities and social 
structure. To make this possible, we must first be able to describe the forms of cities 
in a consistent, rigorous, and precise manner. In effect, we need a theory of 
description that tells us what features of cities are critical in order to understand their 
response to social and economic forces. 
 
Space syntax starts with the idea that the links, those between the physical city and the 
economic and social city through space, and more precisely through the configuration 
of space (that is, the street and road network, and all its appended spaces), connect the 
aggregated buildings into a single system. The street system is more than a set of 
channels between locations, as it is often regarded. It is also the most obvious locus of 
the life of the city and forms the basis of the diversity if places the characterizer cities. 
But although it is the largest and most obvious global entity in the city, the street 
network has been relatively neglected in the history in urban research. Space syntax 
puts it center stage and learns to analyze the different forms it takes. 
 
Thus, a phenomenon which reflects certain natural laws has been brought to light by 
space syntax that placing objects in ambient space, singly or in combination, creates 
structure in the ambient space through well-defined mathematical laws; these, in turn, 
give rise to the structures of space which shape movement. There is evidence that 
people learn to sense these laws intuitively, in the same way that we sense physical 
laws when throwing something so that its parabola leads it to strike the targets. The 
spatial potentials created by placing the object can then be exploited to maximize, 
minimize, or modulate the natural co-presence of people in space through movement. 
Here by natural co-presence, it means the natural and tight relationship between 
human behaviors and their surrounding urban environment. 
 
Space syntax it is a method for analyzing street networks in order to understand how 
people move in urban areas. It can be regarded as a way of analyzing the visual fields 
of cities in order to understand how public spaces work. Space syntax also provides a 
theory of urban space and an architectural theory of space that is built upon the 
partition and placement of objects in space. In order to really design with space syntax, 
it is important to understand that it is an architectural theory as well as a method. 
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Space syntax is based on two key ideas. The first is that we have to learn to think of 
space not as the background to human activity, but as an intrinsic aspect of everything 
human beings do (Hillier 1996). For example, people move in lines, interact in convex 
space, and see changing visual fields as they move though built environments. 
Because space is intrinsic to human activity, we shape space in ways that reflect this; 
through this, the space we shape becomes humanized. Therefore, this is a good place 
to start if we want to analyze space. 
 
The second idea is that the way in which space works for people is not simply about 
this space or that space, but about the relations between the many spaces that make up 
a layout. By layout, we mean a pattern or configuration of space and that implies 
simultaneously existing relations. We can talk about the relations individually, but it is 
difficult to discuss many simultaneously existing relations because human languages 
do not have words to describe them. People understand configurations intuitively, but 
do not analyze them consciously. This is because patterns of relations are generally so 
basic to our existence that they form part of the apparatus we think with, rather than 
what we think of. This is why we understand patterns better intuitively than 
consciously. 
 

2.2 The usages and applications of space syntax 

So how can we begin to think analytically about spatial configurations? The best way 
is to think of them as graphs. The theory of graphs is essentially the theory of pure 
relations. A graph (Figure 1) is a diagram of relations in which the related things are 
nodes (the circles) and the relations links (the lines connecting the circles). The key is 
to think of graphs as what we call justified graphs, or j-graphs. In a “justified graph,” 
we select a node and consider it as the root (the pink ones) of the graph, and align the 
other nodes in layers above it according to the fewest other nodes we must pass 
through to get to that node from the root. By always looking at graphs this way, we 
can begin to see what they are like. 
 

 
Figure 1: J-graph 
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Space syntax theory provides tools for geometrically representing spatial elements 
(rooms, lines, convex spaces, or isovists, or even just points). Streets form networks 
can be subject to integration analysis by drawing (imaginary) j-graphs from each 
street to all the others, calculating the number of streets that must be passed through in 
order to go from each to all the others, and coloring up the resulting integration values. 
The colors provide a picture of the route complexity from each line to all others; this 
will turn out to be a vital measure of city space. The redder the line, the more 
accessible it is from other lines. More movement will pass through some lines than 
others, simply because of the way the lines are related to each other. In the way, 
spatial configuration shape people movements. 
 
This case can also been shown by analyzing the inner structure of buildings (Figure 2) 
as well as street networks of cities. Because urban space is mostly linear, the street 
network can be simply represented as a matrix of lines. We can also analyze the 
patterns formed by the visual fields that we see from each point in space. It can also 
been achieved by creating a uniform grid in all the space to be analyzed, and then 
drawing the visual field from the central point in each grid square, as in the diagram 
on the right of Figure 2. Integration analysis can then be carried out on these 
overlapping shapes, coloring up as before. The resulting pattern of visual integration 
says more than just how much can be seen from each point. It also indicates how 
difficult it is to see all the space in the layout from each point. This has been 
particularly useful where movement is more exploratory and impromptu (as is the 
case in a department store) than linear and directed (as it tends to be in urban space).  
 
 

 
Figure 2: Tate Gallery 

(Note: Traditional view of sidewalks (left) and space syntax view of sidewalks (right). 
The red has the highest connectivity while the blue the lowest connectivity (Space 

syntax 1999).) 
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This is how space syntax works. A spatial layout can reveal certain social patterns 
which can enable us to perpetuate things about ourselves and our cultures by building 
them into space, which makes them, seem inevitable and natural. After all, culture is 
what appears natural to us, and the way to reproduce it is to embed it in everyday life. 
 
Space can also shape a social pattern, as in the case of the movement study. In the not 
too distant past, social theorists saw social beginning with human interaction; 
however, co-presence is now increasingly perceived as being a significant social 
resource in itself. This thesis will show this is indeed the case, and that the ability of 
space to shape co-presence through movement is one of the keys by which collections 
of buildings become living cities. 
 
Therefore, when looking at cities, people must bear in mind the fact that space has 
dual potentials. People can use space generatively to create new co-presence that is 
not part of existing social relations, or people can use space conservatively to control 
co-presence in the image of an existing social order, which helps to reproduce that 
order. Both methods arise from the basic thing that space does: it shapes an emergent 
pattern of movement and co-presence. This means that space in a city can be used in 
both conservative and generative modes. How the two relate with each other will be 
critical. 
 

2.3 The debates and criticism of space syntax 

Space syntax theory has been the subject of some debates and criticism. Some of 
these debates have centered on technical issues such as derivation of spatial 
configuration. It has also been argued that the focus on spatial configuration has been 
emphasized to the detriment of other important factors. Others have suggested that the 
application of space syntax is limited in urban studies. To address these problems, a 
detailed review in the literature is elaborated as follows. 
 
The technical debates primarily center around the arbitrary nature or uncertainty of 
deriving the spatial configurations. For example, Ratti (2004) argues that different 
axial maps might be derived from the same urban configuration and that subjective 
descisions made by the researcher’s can also affect the results. O'Sullivan (2000) 
points out that the explanatory power claimed by the space syntax’s correlation 
approach was problematic that a mile long road with poor accessibility is not, for 
example, highly correlated with pedestrian flow. To overcome this shortcoming, the 
algorithm devised in this thesis aims to generate the unique axial lines to represent the 
spatial configuration. 
 
The second criticism argues that space syntax focuses too much on the spatial 
configuration and in the process ignores other influential factors. For example, 
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Carmona and others (2003) suggest the design of space should also address factors 
such as accessibility and the character of the space. An inviting urban environment 
might attract, for example, extensive pedestrian flows compared to one that is poorly 
designed (Gehl and Gemzoe 2000). Batty and others (1998) also debated whether land 
use factor is sufficiently taken into account by axial maps. Space syntax measures can 
predict the trip volumes, but they lack the capacity to account for a comprehensive 
pedestrian flows associated with the change of facilities at different locations. Ratti 
(2004) further stresses that the axial maps do not consider 3D information such as 
building heights. He reasons that an axial line along which many skyscrapers are 
located would probably attract more pedestrian flows than the one surrounded by 
many regular buildings. 
 
The last criticism builds on arguments about the difficulty of pracitically applying 
space syntax within urban planning. For instance, Carmona and others (2003) query 
whether space syntax works as well in a planned urban area or an environment 
designed specifically for the vehicle use. This criticism is related to the fact that space 
syntax is mainly based on ‘the deformed grid of organic city’ (Hillier 1996). Carmona 
and others (2003) also stress that the movement flow in space syntax does not 
consider the purpose of a trip and thus does not account for the importance of trip 
origins and destinations. In fact, movement flow between two points (origin and 
destination) might be more significant than the others. Ratti (2004) suggests similarly 
that space syntax does not deal with the boundary conditions or the edge effects. 
When a closed urban environment is connected with an outside environment, the most 
integrated street in the original environment might be segregated. This is considered 
as the ‘paradox of centrality’ (Hillier 1996). Some researchers (Dalton 1997) have 
devised a local integration measurement to replace the global integration 
measurement to reduce the boundary conditions or edge effects. 
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3. Methods for upgrading Axwoman and AxialGen 

 
This chapter starts by describing the fundamental concept of the development 
environments, the Microsoft Visual Studio development environment & C#, and ESRI 
ArcGIS & ArcObjects. The chapter also shows the main way to update the Axwoman 
extension and introduces two new functions. The final part of the chapter provides a 
short introduction to the methods of deploy a custom component using a setup project 
with Microsoft Visual Studio. Using the new version of Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 
for programming the Axwoman, some of the interfaces and variables are changed. In 
addition, some new functions are added to the new version. Finally, the user interface 
should be much friendlier to users. 
 

3.1 Microsoft Visual Studio development environment and C#  

 
This section discusses the major development environment for programming. 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 is a powerful programming environment with full 
function provided for the C# project developments. The .NET framework enables the 
interaction with COM+ technology which fulfill the construction of projects that can 
be written seamlessly in different programming languages such as C++, IronPython, 
and C# (John 2011).  
 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 is a fully integrated development environment that is 
designed to simplify the process of writing code, debugging it, and compiling it to an 
assembly to be shipped. This means that Visual Studio is a sophisticated and versatile 
multiple-document-interface application in which it is possible to do just about 
everything related to developing code. It offers a text editor, design view editor, 
supporting windows, the ability to compile from within the environment, integrated 
debugger, integrated MSDN help and access to other programs (John 2011). 
 
Visual C# is a powerful object-oriented language developed by Microsoft. It is a 
relatively modern programming language and is significant for this study in two 
aspects: on one hand, it is specifically designed and targeted for use with 
Microsoft’s .NET Framework whose COM concepts are what ArcGIS products are 
based on. On the other hand, it is a language based on the modern object-oriented 
design methodology which provides sufficient programming abilities for developing 
purposes. 
 
 

http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/AxialGen/
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3.2 ESRI ArcGIS and ArcObjects 

According to ESRI’s “What’s coming in ArcGIS 10.x” (2010), the new version 
involves shape changes, such as the editing environment, snapping tools, and on the 
like. In ArcGIS 9.3 and earlier, edits were performed via commands, tasks, and tools 
against an edit target. In order to create a feature, the user should specify the 
editor’s target layer, set the edit task to Create New Feature, and then typically use the 
sketch tool to create a geometry that ultimately creates a new feature. In ArcGIS 10, 
however, a feature is created by selecting a feature template, selecting a construction 
tool, then using the shape constructors to create geometry.  
 
The new version provides a new snapping environment that can be used by both 
ArcMap and ArcGIS Engine developers. The snapping environment allows users to 
enable snapping in all the custom tools, not just those in the editor. The snapping 
environment is accessed as an extension in both ArcMap and ArcGIS Engine. 
 
ArcObjects is a development environment for the ArcGIS series of software (ESRI 
2007). It is majorly developed in COM (Component Object Model) style 
programming. Benefiting from its typical characteristic of the stability of available 
classes and interfaces and the compatibility of multiple programming language, 
ArcObjects is widely employed for users to extend ArcGIS functions in the same way 
as the ESRI does.  
 
ArcGIS software has some significant enhancements moving from ArcGIS 9.3 to 
ArcGIS 10. These enhancements include framework changes, such as the introduction 
of add-ins, as well as changes in how COM components are registered. 
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3.3 General upgrading 

 
Axwoman and AxialGen have eight and five buttons, respectively. As Figure 3 shows, 
the eight buttons for Axwoman are Draw Axial Lines, Tick Overpass, Get Isolated 
Lines, Calculate Parameters in case of Lines with Lines, Calculate Parameters in case 
of Polygons with Polygons, Calculate Parameters in case of Points with Polygons, 
Tracking Street Segments to Form Natural Streets, and Generate Axial Lines from 
Street Center Lines.  
  

 
Figure 3: Axwoman toolbar 

 
Draw Axial Lines provides a tool with which users can digitize axial lines by hand. In 
addition, the button Tick Overpass is also a tool for drawing the axial. By using this 
button, the user can tick an overpass point at the junction of roads that have more than 
two roads crossing over. These two buttons should work when Start Editing is 
activating. It is unnecessary to activate Start Editing for the other buttons. Get Isolated 
Lines is the tool for checking the existence of any isolated lines when the axial map 
has finished digitizing. If there are any isolated lines, a message box appears telling 
users how many of the lines are isolated. Only those lines that are isolated remain 
selected. Calculate Parameters in case of Lines with Lines, Calculate Parameters in 
case of Polygons with Polygons and Calculate Parameters in case of Points with 
Polygons are used to calculate the space syntax parameters for three different relations. 
(Note: the functions Calculate Parameters in case of Polygons with Polygons and 
Calculate Parameters in case of Points with Polygons do not work yet in the current 
version.) Tracking Street Segments to Form Natural Streets (Jia and Jiang, 2012) is 
the function used for tracking strokes at a junction by a limited angle. Here natural 
streets mean those streets which take its form in a natural way rather than a planned 
way. Finally, Generate Axial Lines from Street Center Lines is an automatic method 
of generating the axial lines from street center lines.  
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As Figure 4 shows, the five buttons in the AxialGen toolbar are AxialGenG, 
AxialGenL, MedialAxesGen, IsovistExplorer, and BucketExplorer.  
 

 
Figure 4: AxialGen toolbar 

 
AxialGenG (Generating the axial lines globally) and AxialGenL (Generating the axial 
lines locally) are two different ways of generating isovist ridges. According to Jiang 
and Liu (2009), AxialGen is a “Research Prototype for Automatically Generating the 
Axial Map” firstly from the vertices of the medial axes and secondly from the discrete 
points of a recursively generated ray. Furthermore, MedialAxesGen, IsovistExplorer, 
and BucketExplorer are three accessories of AxialGen. MedialAxesGen is the tool for 
generating the medial axes of a polygon with holes and it is also a step for generating 
the axial lines of the first method, which is mentioned above. For convenience, an 
independent button is set. Moreover, the IsovistExplorer (Exploring isovists of a 
complex polygon with holes) is another standalone tool in AxialGen. It is an 
important step for AxialGen to create isovist ridges or rays. Users can extract the 
isovist patterns and the ridges from a complex polygon in an interactive style with this 
function. Finally, the last button is BucketExplorer, which enables users to 
interactively explore the bucket of a drawn ray, or axial lines. It is also a method for 
checking whether there are any redundant axial lines. 
 

3.4 New functions for Axwoman  

 
This section introduces the two major new functions of the Axwoman 6.0. One 
function classification of axial lines (or equivalently Axial map) based on connectivity 
rather than local integration in the old versions. Moreover, the new classification is 
also added in the new function. The other function addresses improvement is the 
function of ticking overpasses (or flyovers) which are excluded from computing space 
syntax parameters. 
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3.4.1 New classification of axial lines 

 
This section is the new function of classification of axial maps. Older versions of 
extension used local integration to color the axial lines just listed all the values if there 
were fewer than 32 unique values; otherwise, the Jenks natural breaks were used to 
classify all the data to 32 different classes based on the local integration. The Jenks 
natural breaks method is a data classification method designed to determine the best 
arrangement of values into different classes, which is a goodness of variance fit (Jenks 
1967). method and it is also known to be achieved through iterative computing of the 
GVF. It is a means of moving one data value from the class with the largest deviations 
from the array mean to the class with the lowest deviations from the array mean until 
the sum of the within-class deviations reaches a minimal value. The resulting 
classification is called Jenks natural breaks and is widely used in statistical mapping 
(Jiang 2012). 
 
 
The major calculation of the Jenks natural breaks is as follows: 
 
a) Calculate the sum of squared deviations from the array mean (SDAM) (1):  
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b) Calculate the sum of squared deviations between classes (SDCM) (2):  
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c) Calculate the GFV (3): 
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=                          (3) 

 
d) Calculate the new class deviation and repeat the who process until the class 
deviation reaches the minimum (Jenks 1967). 
 
The new version uses connectivity instead of local integration to visualize the axial 
maps. This chapter also employs a new way to classify the data proposed by Jiang 
(2012). 
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Based on the new method of classification, data is tested to see if it has a heavy-tailed 
distribution or is right-skewed. If it does, the new method will be used to classify it; 
otherwise, I will use the old classification method. This leads to a new question, 
which is how to identify whether the data is heavy-tail distributed or right-skewed. 
This thesis uses the mean value of the data. We then count how much of the data is 
larger than the mean value. If the number of the count is less than 40 percent of the 
total data, we say it is heavy-tail distributed or right-skewed. After the fist calculation, 
the data is separated into two parts, one of which is larger than the mean value and the 
other of which is smaller than it. In this study, I only focused on the bigger one 
because such data tends to have a high impact, which makes it more important than 
the other. I also added the data that is above the mean value to a new array (N) and 
added the mean value to another new array (M). I repeat the steps above until the data 
distribution are not a heavy-tail distributed or right-skewed. The method is shown in 
(Algorithm I) below. 
 
 
Algorithm I: Get the breaks and the count of classes 
Input: A set of connect 

Variables: Array set A, New Array set N 

Output: Mean Array set M, Number of classes C 

While (the array is not empty?) 
 Get the mean of array A; 

 For each connection in array A 

  If (the connection is larger than the mean) Then 
   Add the connection to the New Array N; 

If (the New Array is empty or the number of connections in New Array 
N is less than 40% of the number of connections in Array A) 

  Exit the while loop; 

 Array A = New Array N; 

C = C + 1 

   Add the mean to the Mean Array M; 
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3.4.2 Tick Overpass 

  

Figure 5: Overpasses 
 
In a real street network, the traffic will usually be much more complex, perhaps 
involving an elevated road, for example (Figure 5). The solution to this situation is to 
provide a new function that ticks an overpass point at a road junction that has more 
than two roads crossing over. This tool can be used to add a mark to tell the computer 
that there are no junctions between the roads. 
 
From the equation above (chapter 2), I found that all seven of the space syntax 
parameters used in Axwoman depend only on the Connectivity and n that the number 
of axial lines of an urban system. To solve this problem, it is only necessary to change 
the value of Connectivity, and the n will then keep the same value in the calculation. I 
inserted Algorithm II before the old calculation of the space syntax parameters to 
check whether there are markers on the axial maps. 
 
Algorithm II: Recalculate the Connectivity 
Input: the number of overpass marker set OP 

Variables: the number of Connectives set C 

Output: the new number of Connectives set NC 

 

For each connection in array C 

If (the OP is larger than Zero) Then  
  NC = C – OP 

 
Following the coding part, I am providing a sample of how to use the new function of 
Tick Overpass. Gassin (hereafter referred to as G-town) in southern France is used as 
the study object for this case, which was initially employed as an example for space 
syntax by Hiller and Hanson (1984). In reality, there is no overpass in G-town; the 
point is simply to introduce the function of the software. Therefore, I assume that 
there are three overpasses (as shown in Figure 6) to make a comparison between the 
two colored maps. 
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Figure 6: The hypothesis of overpasses in G-town 

 
To tick an overpass in a layer of axial lines, check the target layer and then choose 
Start Editing from the Editor menu. Then select the target layer in the Create Features 
to activate the Tick Overpass button in the Axwoman toolbar. Then check the Use 
Snapping and Intersection Snapping in the Snapping Tools. Click the Tick Overpass 
button from the Axwoman toolbar to tick an overpass of axial lines. When the 
overpass (or junction) is ticked, a red dot will be added and the corresponding axial 
lines will flash. 
 

 
Figure 7: Axial lines map of G-town 
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Open the attribute table (of the axial lines layer) and you will find a new field 
(“overpass”) is added. To check what values are added in the field, try to sort the field 
in decreasing order and you will see some values (except 0s). These values indicate 
that some overpasses have been added into the axial lines. 
 
Recalculate the space syntax parameter by clicking on the Calculate Parameters in 
case of Lines with Lines button; the coloring of the lines will have changed, which 
indicates that the line with three overpasses is no longer the most connected one 
(Figure 8). 
 
A bug with ArcGIS 10 means that it is not possible to save the editing changes in the 
manner described above. As a tentative solution, we have introduced the following 
manual process to save the editing changes: (1) in the axial lines attribute table, 
remember the FID of those values unequal to 0; (2) stop editing; (3) (re)start editing; 
(4) manually retype the same values again remembered in step (1); (5) stop editing 
and save edits. All the values in the field overpass will be saved; this would be done 
automatically if the bug did not exist. 
 
 

 
Figure 8: New axial lines map of G-town 
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3.5 How to deploy a custom component using a setup project 

 
After the coding part of the extensions, I need to publish them. Therefore, the setup 
project is the next one to deploy. There are several steps to create a setup project and 
generate a setup.exe\.msi file.  
 
The Setup projects in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 are used to create Windows 
Installer files, which composes of two types, the standard one and the web setup one. 
The former aims to create installers on desktops whereas the latter Web servers 
(Matthew 2010). The former is used in this part. I only need to install to another 
computer, not only copy the COM components but also those registered with the 
system because the COM components must be registered with the system before they 
can be used (ESRI 2010). 
 
In ArcGIS 10, the COM component category approach has been retied. The new 
utility for registering the COM is called ESRIRegAsm. With ESRIRegAsm.exe and 
an Extensible Markup Language (XML), the database is stored in published per 
product and version configuration folders, independent of the system registry; 
meanwhile, the registration of component and category information for a developer’s 
assembly or dynamic-link library (DLL) is achieved in the new way. ESRIRegAsm 
performs registration on both native COM dynamic-link library (DLL) and managed 
COM assemblies and, as discussed above, does not write the component category 
portion of the registration information into the system registry. 
 
Start by creating a new setup project in Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and save it in 
the exiting solution. Some values should be changed in the Properties window, such 
as Author, Title, Manufacturer, Product Name, etc. 
 
Secondly, add application files to the setup project. In the File System, right-click the 
Application Folder, select Add, then Project Output, Primary Output to add the 
major .dll to the setup project. Visual Studio will then add the dependency files that 
have been used automatically. Some of the .dll files are ESRI assemblies and binary 
which had put in the setup project is already installed in the computer with the 
ArcGIS’s installation should be excluded from the folder. All ESRI assemblies and 
binary files are installed as part of the core ArcGIS Desktop installation. Besides, the 
Microsoft .NET Framework should also be excluded, because it will take too much 
space of the installation file (more than 40MB). Without it, the extensions consume 
less than 1 MB. The files should be installed in the target computer before the 
extensions are installed. In addition, the default installation location should be set. 
Specify the default location into which a folder will be installed on the target 
computer. 
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Thirdly, add the launch conditions. To be a successful setup program, there should be 
a test system when the setup is processing to test whether the ArcGIS Desktop host 
application already exists on the target computer.  
 
The final step in creating the installer is to register the .dll file using 
ESRIRegAsm.exe. Another Class Library project is created. The code of the installer 
class library is given by ESRI help; here, I have just copied and pasted it into an 
empty class library then built a new .dll that will be used later. After the creation of 
the installer class .dll, it should be added to the application folder. On the Solution 
Explorer, click the Custom Actions Editor button. Then right-click the Install node 
and choose Add Custom Action. When you choose Add Custom Action, the Select 
Item in Project dialog box appears. Click the drop-down arrow and locate the 
Application Folder. From the bin folder, select the .dll file created by the installer 
class. On the Properties window for the custom installer .dll file that was added to the 
Install node, specify the CustomActionData property to the location of the .dll that 
was set previously. It is the same for the uninstalling – repeat the install steps. To 
add a custom action for the Uninstall, just add the install .dll to the Uninstall node and 
set the location as the same in the CustomActionData property. 
 
From the foregoing, click Build, and then Rebuild Solution to generate the setup.exe 
and setup.msi files. Here, the installer for the extension is ready. Meanwhile, The .msi 
is the file that can be published. 
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4. Case studies: geo-visualization of the map using New 

Axwoman  

 
This chapter aims to test all the functions of the new Axwoman, from two different 
levels. The chapter starts by describing the fundamental concept of the 
OpenStreetMap (OSM). Then the data from OSM is used to finish the case study for 
different levels; namely, the urban level (Stockholm) and the building level (Gamla 
Stan).  
  

4.1 OpenStreetMap (OSM) 

4.1.1 OpenStreetMap Project 

 
OSM, started at University College London in 2004 by Steve Coast (Chilton 2009), is 
a project aimed at creating and providing free editable map of the world including 
street maps and some other geographic data. The project started based on the two 
major force behind (1) most maps as free actually have legal or technical restrictions 
on their use, keeping people from using them in creative, productive or unexpected 
ways, in addition (2) the high availability of map information across much of the 
world and the advent of inexpensive accusative portable GPS devices (Mark 2006).  
 
OSM project through the OSM website (www.openstreetmap.org) to provide the 
public with a similar interactive map with Google Maps view (View), map data online 
editor (Edit), data editing history check (History), the map data output (Export), 
GPS track data upload and query (GPS Traces), user diary published (User 
Diaries) and the wiki way to help explain (Help and Wiki) and other 
major functions. It will be much simply for the registered users to upload the GPX 
(GPS track data type), view and edit the data (including Yahoo! Imagery, Landsat). In 
addition to Potlatch, other data editing tool also includes, such 
as JOSM and Merkaartor, the data editing tools has a good interface environment 
for the use of data manipulation and detailed introduction, which greatly facilitates 
the user to the contribution of geographic data. 
 
Beside those mentioned above, OSM also has certain vector data from the donation 
of agencies or organizations, such as the OSM road throughout the United 
States Tiger data and in Netherlands, the road is from AND (Automotive Navigation 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Map
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS
http://www.openstreetmap.org/
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Data). Meanwhile, other government departments are also involved in the 
contribution of OSM data (e.g. Israel) (Haklay and Weber2008). 
 
Characteristics such as low cost, timely update, the availability of data from 
less developed and sensitive areas makes the OSM project more and more fascinating 
and attract more concerns from the general public, scholars, academic institutions, 
commercial organizations and even government departments. 
 

4.1.2 OSM data preprocessing 

 
OSM data comes from free and open sources and is available to any individual or 
company for downloading. OSM also provides a lot of methods for download to meet 
the different customers’ needs. XML-based OSM data can be acquired mainly in the 
following ways: 
 
1) JOSM: JOSM is an OSM editor written in Java. It is designed to load GPX data 

from the OSM database. Moreover, it can also edit OSM nodes, ways, metadata 
tags, and relations retrieved from the OSM database. 
 

2) API: OSM provides an API for downloading. Using the OSM API to select the 
boundary of interesting will provide the URL for the selected area. You can type 
the URL into your browser to download the data. 
 

3) OSM official website: The data can also be found on the official OSM website. 
The Osmosis Tools can be used to cut the data from the planet.osm. 
 

4) Cloudmade website: This is an independent commercial company. But they gives 
the provision of support OpenStreetMap's development. And they provide a 
variety of OSM data downloads on its Website, Such as the Garmin map file, 
shapefile, GPX and POI data of boundary data for various countries in the world. 
In addition, they also provide the POI data for TOM TOM. 
 

Of these methods, the most direct and convenient way is to download the data 
from the Cloudmade website. The original OSM XML data used in the present paper 
was downloaded in this manner. 
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4.2 Case study of Stockholm 

 
To illustrate the functions of New Axwoman 6.0, this section introduces two 
experimental studies, one at the urban level and one at the building level. In this case, 
Stockholm is chosen as the study object for its just sufficient available data and 
material. The first case study is the analysis of the street network of Stockholm in 
Sweden (Figure 9). The second case study uses the small island of Gamla Stan (Figure 
9 c) in Stockholm.  
 

   

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 9: Case study area (a) Sweden, (b) Stockholm, and (c) Gamla Stan 

 

4.2.1 Urban level 

 
The street network of Stockholm in Sweden is used for the urban level. Stockholm, 
the capital and the largest city of Sweden, is located at 59° 20' 0" N, 18° 3' 0" E and 
covers an area of approximately 6519 km2. It also constitutes the most populated 
urban area in Sweden. Based on data from Statistics Sweden (2011), the Stockholm 
metropolitan area contained approximately 22 percent of Sweden’s population as of 
the end of 2010. 
 
As mentioned above, the data used in this paper was downloaded from the Cloudmade 
website. The street networks are shown in Figure 10 (a). The data from Cloudmade 
already included the topological relationships for the street networks. This means that 
all the line segments of the street networks should be assigned a direction. In this way, 
these networks are divided into arcs which meet at nodes with both a left and a right 
polygon. I have applied this directly to the next steps. Based on the arcs of the street 
networks, the natural streets are generated according to the every-best-fit principle 
and parameter settings, which can be found in Jiang, Zhao, and Yin (2008). The 
natural streets can be presented with red as the highest connectivity and blue the 
lowest (Figure 10). Connectivity is the number of lines that directly intersect that 
given axial line. The classification is based on Head/tail Breaks (Jiang 2012). 
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(a) Street network (b) Visualization of natural streets 

Figure 10: (a) Street network,  
(b) Visualization of natural streets according to its connectivity. 

(Note: A spectral color legend with smooth transition from blue to red is used for 
visualization; red lines indicate the highest connectivity, and blue lines show the 

lowest connectivity. In addition, the axial lines are drawn using the same transition 
order from blue to red; that is, blue lines are first drawn, while red lines are drawn 

last.) 
 
After the natural streets were created, Axwoman was used to generate the axial lines. 
As Figure 11 shows, the two parameters –Distance (x) and Ratio (x/d) – have values 
of 60.5 and 0.3, respectively. The Axial lines (Figure 12) are displayed with the same 
color and classification method to natural streets in Figure 10. It only takes 24.6 
seconds to generate all the 8242 axial lines for Stockholm, and 15.6 seconds to color 
and classify all the lines by connectivity. 
 

 
Figure 11: Parameter settings. 
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Figure 12: Visualization of Axial Lines according to its connectivity. 

(Note: A spectral color legend with smooth transition from blue to red is used for 
visualization; red lines indicate the highest connectivity, and blue lines show the 

lowest connectivity. In addition, the axial lines are drawn using the same transition 
order from blue to red; that is, blue lines are first drawn, while red lines are drawn 

last.) 
 

4.2.2 Building level 

 
The second case study used the small island of Gamla Stan (Figure 9 c) in Stockholm. 
Figure 9 c shows the block data that I obtained from the OSM website. The AxialGen 
is used in this part. In the new version of Axwoman, the AxialGen is a part of the 
Axwoman installer, but it is still a stand-alone toolbar.  
 
According to the software, there are two ways to generate axial lines. To finish this 
part, I use the first tool, AxialGenG, which generates the isovist ridges from the 
vertices of the medial axes.  
 
Generating axial lines with AxialGen involves two main steps. First, it generates all 
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rays covering the open area within an urban space. The rays are constructed from the 
vertices of the medial axes or discrete points of a generated ray within open space. 
Second, the number of rays is reduced to an acceptable amount to represent the axial 
lines. The reduction algorithm, which is the centerpiece of the program, is based on 
the concept of employing buckets to represent individual parts of an open space 
within an urban environment (Jiang and Liu 2009). Figure 13 (a) shows the Axial 
Map, while Figure 13 (b) is the visualization of Axial Lines according to its 
connectivity, which has the same color legend and classification as used in the case 
study of Stockholm city in Figure 12. 
 
 

  

(a) Axial Map 
(b) Visualization of Axial Lines according 

to its connectivity 
Figure 13: Gamla Stan (a) Axial Map,  

(b) Visualization of Axial Lines according to its connectivity, 
(Note: A spectral color legend with smooth transition from blue to red is used for 
visualization; red lines indicate the highest connectivity, and blue lines show the 

lowest connectivity. In addition, the axial lines are drawn using the same transition 
order from blue to red; that is, blue lines are first drawn, while red lines are drawn 

last.) 
 
For better understanding of the AxialGenG functions, such parameters as cell size, 
overlap ratio, and densification are necessary to explain. Cell size is the resolution for 
generating medial axes. This resolution is determined by one-third of the shortest 
distance between closed spaces and the external boundary or another nearest closed 
space. The overlap ratio  implies that a ray should be removed at the ratio value 
within the bucket of another ray (Liu and Jiang 2010) as can be seen in Figure 14 
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Figure 14: Parameter Settings. (Note: The values in the figure are set as defaults.) 
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5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Stockholm scaling analysis 

 
The long-tail distribution is characterized as distribution where quantities with 
extreme high size dominate the head of the distribution and quantities with small size 
rest within the long tail (Jia 2012 and Adamic 2002) (Figure 15 (a)). This distribution 
could be also observed from the probability distribution function (PDF) that quantities 
with small size occur frequently and quantities with extreme large size occur rarely 
(Figure 15 (b)). This distribution is clearly different from the normal or Gaussian 
distribution, in which the phenomena could be characterized by one or several values, 
such as mean, standard deviation, etc. Furthermore, there is no appropriate value with 
which to describe the quantities obeying long-tail distribution, and what we could use 
to describe the system is the fact that there are few large quantities, but many small 
one. Basically, many phenomena in a geographical environment or urban systems 
appear to obey the long tail, such as the earthquake magnitudes the population of 
cities in the United States, the number of hits on web sites form AOL users, etc. 
(Clauset et al. 2009). 
 

  
(a) Rank-size perspectives (b) Phenomenon occurrence perspective 

Figure 15: A demonstration of long tail distribution from two perspectives. 
 
It is over 100 years since the scaling analysis was first described using power laws 
(Lotka 1926 and Pareto 1896), with Zipf’s law (1949) used to characterize human 
populations such as city sizes and incomes. It is working with popularizing the idea in 
the mid-twentieth century as the rank-size rule (Batty et al. 2008).  
 
To have a good understanding of urban morphologic, the power law fit was used to 
approximating the fittings in this chapter. In addition, the data is fitted to the power 
law model firstly, and if power law model does not describe the data well, then the 
other models are considered, such as log normal, stretched exponential, and so on. To 
detect if a series of data follows a power law, several methods could be resorted. In 
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this paper, the histogram for the data was used. It is found that the connectivity dataset 
followed a heavy-tailed distribution (Clauset et al. 2009). Figure 16 is clearly a 
heavy-tailed distribution, which means more than 60 percent of data is in the tail. 
 

 
Figure 16: Histogram of connectivity 

 

 
Figure 17: Power law fit of Stockholm connectivity 

 
The first method used here is power law distribution. As Figure 17 illustrates, the α
(the significance level) value is 3.51 and the p-value is 0.1. Because the p-value is 
greater than 0, the result is accepted. But because the p-value is 0.1, it is not a good 
enough fitting. Therefore, I have also used another fitting to approximate the 
distribution, lognormal fitting (Figure 18). The distribution follow the 
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Parameters σ=0.68, µ=1.16 (σ is the standard deviation, and µ is the mean value). 
 

 
Figure 18: Lognormal fit of Stockholm connectivity 

 
To test whether this approximation is good enough, I have used three kinds of 
goodness-of-fit tests, which measures the compatibility of a random sample with a 
theoretical probability distribution function, Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson-Darling 
and Chi-Squared. It will give a clear overview of how well the distribution fits to the 
data. According to Table 1, the results reject the hypothesis, so the connectivity does 
not follows the lognormal distribution. Form the forging, the data of the connectivity 
of Stockholm follows the power law distribution. 
 

Table 1: Stockholm connectivity Details of Goodness-of-fit. 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
α 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 
Critical Value 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Reject? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Anderson-Darling 
α 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 
Criticl Value 1.37 1.93 2.50 3.29 3.90 
Reject? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Chi-Squared 
α 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 
Critical Value 9.80 12.02 14.07 16.62 18.48 
Reject? Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

 
To look more specifically, the connectivity data of the small island of Gamla Stan 
(Figure 9 c) in Stockholm is also used, mentioned above, to approximate the 
distribution. As illustrated in Figure 19, the α (the significance level) value is 3.51 
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and the p-value is 0.7. The p-value is bigger than 0, so it is a good enough fit. 
 

 
Figure 19: Power law fit of Gamla Stan connectivity 

 
From the above, I found that the connectivity of axial line follows a lognormal 
distribution (Liu and Jiang 2010) or a power-law-like distribution, which is one of the 
heavy-tailed distributions (Claust et al. 2009). This distribution implies that there are 
much more short streets than long ones, as same as badly-connected against 
well-connected ones. It means that the urban morphologies’ development, based on 
the street networks, is random mean while it is a kind of self-organization system 
(Jiang et al. 2008), and it is also a bottom-up approach. It is worth discussing 
self-organization here. Self-organization is a spontaneous process to globally 
take order or adjustments due to the local interactions between the components of a 
system which was originally disordered (Montello 1993). Or, as Resnick put it, 
“Organized without an organizer, coordinated without a coordinator” (Resnick 1997). 
 

5.2 New classification of axial lines 

 
In order to test the new function of classification and compare the difference between 
the colorings of the axial lines with the old function, I have also used the Stockholm 
axial map as an example (Figure 12). Due to the distribution, the data values can be 
partitioned seven times based on different means. Table 2 shows the result of the 
classification, where the head always accounts for a minority lines. 
 
 
 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Order_and_disorder_(physics)
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Table 2: Seven partitions leading to 8 classes of Stockholm Axial Map 

# of streets # in head % in head # in tail Mean 
8411 2416 29% 5995 4.03 
2416 803 33% 1613 7.53 
803 235 29% 568 11.14 
235 84 36% 151 15.96 
84 24 29% 60 21.13 
24 7 29% 17 29.21 
7 1 14% 6 40.71 

 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 20: (Color online) Visual comparison of Stockholm axial maps consisting of 
coloring based on old classification (a) and new classification (b) 

 
As Figure 20 shows, there are many more blue lines in the new map than in the old 
one, and only a few red lines. Comparing the old classification map, there are only 
about 10 classes of legend, as opposed to 32 in the new map. In view of this, the new 
map based on the head/tail break scheme reflects the hierarchy of the data values 
much better than the one based on Jenks’ natural breaks. Moreover, it can be seen that 
the new axial map could be a better alternative representation to capture the 
underlying urban morphologies. 
 
In addition, to have a more clearly view of the function, here I also use the six city 
street networks (Copenhagen, London, Manhattan, Paris, San Francisco, and Toronto) 
that are used in Liu and Jiang’s 2010 work. As Figure 21 shows, I also used the same 
legend as above, with red and blue representing the highest and lowest connectivity, 
respectively. 
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(a) Copenhagen (b) 

  
(c) London (d) 

  
(e) Manhattan (f) 
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(g) Paris (h) 

  
(i) San Francisco (j) 

  
(k) Toronto (l) 

 
Figure 21: (Color online) Visual comparison of six city street networks axial maps 

consisting of coloring based on old classification (a) (c) (e) (g) (i) (k) and new 
classification (b) (d) (f) (h) (j) (l). 
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5.3 Time efficiency 

 
In order to conduct the time efficiency test, I have used seven city street networks that 
are the same as Liu and Jiang’s work in 2010. Six of them are of them generated 
networks are adopted from a previous study (Jiang and Liu 2010). In addition, I have 
also added Stockholm (which is used above). All data were downloaded from the 
above-mentioned OSM websites. The time costs are shown in Table 3 for generating 
the axial lines. All of the time cost computations in this paper were conducted on a 
laptop (type: SONY VPCSA27GC, RAM: 8GB, CPU: Inter(R) Core(TM) i7-2620M 
@ 2.70GHz, hard disk: Kingston Solid State Disk 256GB, OS: Windows 7 
professional 64bit Services pack 1).  
 

Table 3: Time cost for generating the axial lines. 

Patterns 
ArcMap10 ArcMap9.2 

Axial lines Time cost (s) Axial lines Time cost (s) 
Copenhagen 2226 96.9 2216 108.8 
London 38753 15246.1 38719 21923.1 
Manhattan 1320 41.0 1314 56.3 
Paris 6031 546.3 6018 633.4 
San Francisco 4558 335.5 4549 380.8 
Stockholm 8411 862.1 8394 1033.4 
Toronto 3537 198.9 3536 265.1 

 

 
According to Liu and Jiang’s “Defining and generating axial lines from street center 
lines for better understanding of urban morphologies” (2010, Table 4), the present 
study produced different results in terms of time costs and number of axial lines. The 
difference of the number of axial lines is understandable because the different data 
that we used, but due to the huge difference in time cost, it is possible that Liu and 
Jiang made a mistake here.  
 

Table 4: Number of axial lines generated with time cost and parameter settings  
(Liu and Jiang 2010) 

 
 Copenhagen London Paris Manhattan San Francisco Toronto 

Number of axial lines 2382 42587 6846 1295 5067 3861 
Time cost (seconds) 3 25 5 2 5 3 
Mean(x) (meters) 37.2 28.5 31.6 46.7 55.8 35.6 
Mean(x/d) (%) 15 15 11 42 14 14 

 

 
Due to the large time costs required to generate the axial lines, I recoded this part and 
deleted some unnecessary steps. The new time costs are shown in Table 5. Now it 
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only cost 66.0 seconds to generate about 40,000 lines from the street network map of 
London, and a few seconds for other axial maps. This means that the new version 
saves 95 percent of the time required to perform the same action. 
 
There are still some differences between the numbers of axial lines generated in the 
different versions. I believe this is due to fact that the new version of ArcMap has 
greater geometrical accuracy when computation the values. Therefore, the new 
version produced more axial lines. 
 

Table 5: New time cost for generating the axial lines 
 Copenhagen London Manhattan Paris San Francisco Stockholm Toronto 

Time costs 9.2 66.0 8.6 18.1 15.3 19.5 13.5 
 

 

 
Figure 22: Bar chart for new time cost to generate the axial lines. 

 
Furthermore, the same data was used to test the time cost for coloring the axial lines 
and the number of the axial lines in Table 6. As Table 6 shows, I calculated that it will 
save about 40 percent of the time required to finish this processing. 
 

Table 6: Time cost for coloring the axial lines. 

Patterns 
Number of  Time cost (s) 
Axial lines ArcMap10 ArcMap9.2 

Copenhagen 2226 6.18 13.67 
London 38753 319.24 441.42 
Manhattan 1320 5.24 7.44 
Paris 6031 18.11 35.53 
San Francisco 4558 13.95 25.31 
Stockholm 8411 24.63 45.15 
Toronto 3537 9.59 20.65 
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5.4 Summary 

 
By using knowledge of these laws to explore the processes of built forms that create 
the spatial structure of the city, two key points emerge. First, these effects are shaped 
by cognitive factors: human beings make space in the way that they can understand it. 
Second, economic and social processes shape the city in different ways: the economic 
by creating the generic large scale structures of space and locally strategic centers and 
sub-centers in response to the need for maximizing co-presence and accessibility, and 
social processes by shaping the background residential areas, which may help to 
control and structure co-presence in the image of cultural patterns. 
 
Therefore, we have found that the city has a dual structure, with the dominant 
structures of space reflecting micro-economic activity, and therefore having some 
universality (since we all trade the same way), while the background space reflects 
regional, national, or ethnic cultural factors in all their specificity and idiosyncrasy, 
because our cultures are different. This is why cities are universal in some senses, but 
follows regional typologies in other senses. However, all of this happens within an 
envelope of possibility defined by human cognition of space, so cities are shown to be 
generic human things as well as economic and social things, all within a framework of 
spatial laws. 
 
Space syntax enables a theory of the city as a self-organizing system, in which 
structure and function emerge in an interactive way from patterns of human life. As 
such, it opens up a new perspective on planning and urban design. By using our 
growing knowledge of how urban processes turn themselves into space, we can see 
planning and design in terms of facilitating and guiding these processes. The fact that 
syntactic models can be used equally for research and designs further facilitates the 
tying of research and designs into a much more integrated enterprise than has been 
possible within earlier kinds of formal urban research. In this sense, the role space 
syntax plays in urban study is of vital importance. 
 
In recent years, space syntax is expected to explain interesting, powerful and 
developing new functions. Space syntax should not be regarded as a few techniques 
but an approach to study on the relationships between the structure and function of 
urban cities (Hiller 1996). It highlighted the long history of cultural difference 
between cities, while its ability of identifying the common parts between cities is 
improving. Besides, it is helpful to build a more comprehensive urban theory, 
especially explaining the relationship between micro and macro scales. The design of 
a city has always been influenced by the theoretical understanding of designers and 
planners. The most important orientation of cities is that they are self-organizing to a 
certain degree. The space syntax contributes an understanding of the natural 
development and future planning of the city. 
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6. Conclusion and future work 

 
The main purpose of this thesis has been to extend GIS to urban morphological 
analysis with Axwoman. This paper started by briefly introducing the background of 
this study by explaining some key words such as space syntax, GIS, urban space and 
network analysis. Chapter 2 provided a short summary of the development 
environments in this study; namely, Microsoft Visual Studio and ESRI ArcGIS. 
Chapter 3 illustrated the methods for updating Axwoman. Chapter 4 used the 
Stockholm street networks as a case study to calculate all space syntax measures with 
several urban systems and to explore relationships between the measures. Finally, 
chapter 5 interpreted computation results from a structural point of view, and in terms 
of how function of space is subject to its morphological structure.  
 
This paper has redeveloped the algorithm for the classification part of Axwoman. The 
new kind of classification –head/tail breaks (Jiang 2012) – is used to visualize the 
axial line maps according to their connectivity, with red lines indicating the highest 
connectivity and blue lines the lowest. The blue lines are drawn first and red lines 
drawn last. I also added a new function (‘tick overpass’) to solve the real problem. 
This function ticks an overpass point at the junction of roads that have more than a 
two-road crossover. The tool adds a mark to tell the computer that there are no 
junctions between the roads. This perspective makes a better output, regardless of the 
city level or the building level. I also proved that the axial lines’ connectivity follows 
a lognormal distribution (Liu and Jiang 2010) or a power-law-like distribution, which 
is one of the heavy-tailed distributions (Claust et al. 2009). In addition, I found that 
the axial lines are a better representation for capturing the underlying urban 
morphologies, just as Liu and Jiang (2010) found in their study on redefining the 
generating axial lines from street center lines. Moreover, I think that fewer longest 
axial lines will show up on the maps, just as the shape of mental maps, which 
indicated that the axial line representation is a potential method for urban studies as 
suggested by Wagner (2007).   
 
In chapter 5, I identified a mistake in the work of Liu and Jiang (2010) in “Defining 
and generating axial lines from street center lines for better understanding of urban 
morphologies”. The present study generated different results than Table 4 of their 
paper in terms of the time costs and number of axial lines. The difference of the 
number of axial lines is understandable because the different data that we used, but 
the huge difference in time could also indicate an error in the earlier paper. Due to the 
large time costs for generating the axial lines, I recoded this part and deleted some 
unnecessary steps, which sped up the algorithms noticeably. 
 
For the coding, the axial lines can well represent the small pieces of spaces 
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individually. The algorithms can deal with all kinds of pathological cases. However, 
the algorithms do still have a limitation. Although the new Axwoman saves a lot of 
time in each function, as shown in chapter 5, speed is still a problem. Therefore, 
related further researches are still expected. I hope to be able to find the solutions to 
improve the algorithm to speed up the functions. 
 
For the user test, the new Axwoman 6.0 (copyright Professor Bin Jiang was released 
in February of 2012 in available at http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman.htm). Some 
users have valuable recommendations. This process is vital for the maintenance and 
improvement of Axwoman. 
 
 
 

http://fromto.hig.se/~bjg/Axwoman.htm
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Appendix 

 
Key terms:  
 
Axwoman: Axwoman is an ArcGIS extension for calculations of Space Syntax 
developed by Professor Bin Jiang from the University of Gavle. 
 
Axial Lines: Axial Lines is a spatial measurement in Space Syntax theory. 
 
Bucket: A bucket is a space around an axial line or ray (Jiang and Liu 2009). 
 
Connectivity: The connectivity of an axial line is the number of the neighborhoods of 
the axial line.  
 
Control value: The control value of an axial line can be represented in the formula 
below, which shows the degree to which the axial line controls its neighborhoods 
(Jiang and Claramunt 2002, Jiang 2009). 
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Where k is the number of directly lined nodes of considered node (i), and jc  is the 

connectivity of jth directly linked node (Jiang et al. 2000). 
 
Geographical Information System (GIS): GIS is computer-based information 
system which can capture, manage, process and present geospatial data. 
 
Global depth and local depth: The depth of an axial line is defined by the number of 
lines  within a distance of a given number of steps to that axial line.  
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Local integration and global integration: The integration value is divided into two 
categeories, namely,  the one for the measurement of  relative asymmetry (R) and 
the one for that of real relative asymmetry (RA). These two variables are calculated as 
follows: 
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Where n is the number of axial lines of an urban system, 
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And the D-value gives the gives the standardized value for the integration value from 
mean depth (MD) (Kruger 1989). 
 
Mean depth (MD): The mean depth is defined by the global depth (Equation 1) 
divided by (n-1).  
 
Space Syntax: Space Syntax is a method for visually analyzing street networks for 
the study of human mobility in urban areas. 
 
Scaling Analysis: Scaling Analysis is a systematic statistical analysis specifically 
performed on the study of complex systems by the identification of the power law 
distribution. 
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